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Acute traumatic spinal cord injury (tSCI) is a dis-
tressing event that often leaves patients with deep 
and lasting motor, sensory, and autonomic inca-

pacity.7 Currently suggested treatment modalities to im-
prove neurological outcome in patients with tSCI include 
early surgical decompression (SD), blood pressure aug-
mentation, and, optionally, methylprednisolone adminis-
tration.3 Based on the results of a single prospective cohort 
study,14 most recent clinical practice guidelines for adult 
patients with acute tSCI suggest that SD within 24 hours 
of injury should be considered.13 However, the authors also 
proposed additional research to explore the effectiveness 
of surgery within earlier time frames (such as 12 hours).13 
Recently, two studies were published investigating the ef-

fect of SD on neurological outcome within 5 or 8 hours af-
ter acute cervical tSCI and reported conflicting results.18,20 
In one study, neurological recovery was superior with SD 
within 8 hours of injury compared to SD within 8–24 
hours.18 In another study, neurological recovery was infe-
rior with SD within the first 5 hours of injury compared 
to SD within 5–24 hours.20 It is notable that both studies 
investigated the effect of the timing of SD within 24 hours 
by comparing patient subgroups in which the time cutoff 
point was arbitrarily preset at 5 or 8 hours after injury and 
not by searching for the optimal time cutoff point within 
the first 24 hours of injury. Therefore, this optimal time 
cutoff point remains unknown. The objective of this study 
was to use a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve 
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OBJECTIVE The objective of this prospective study was to determine the optimal timing for surgical decompression 
(SD) in patients with acute traumatic cervical spinal cord injury (tSCI) within the first 24 hours of injury.
METHODS In successive patients with fracture and/or dislocation of the subaxial cervical spine and American Spinal 
Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) grades A–C, receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was used to de-
termine the optimal timing for SD within the first 24 hours of cervical tSCI to obtain a neurological recovery of at least two 
AIS grades. Multivariate logistic regression was used to model significant neurological recovery with time to SD, degree 
of spinal canal compromise (SCC), and severity of injury.
RESULTS In this cohort of 64 patients, the optimal timing for SD to obtain a significant neurological improvement was 
within 4 hours of injury (95% confidence interval 4–9 hours). Increasing the delay from injury to SD or the degree of SCC 
significantly reduced the likelihood of significant neurological improvement. Due to the strong correlation with SCC, the 
severity of injury was a marginally significant predictor of neurological recovery.
CONCLUSIONS These findings indicate that in patients with acute cervical tSCI and AIS grades A–C, the optimal tim-
ing for SD is within the first 4–9 hours of injury, depending on the degree of SCC and the severity of injury. Further stud-
ies are required to better understand the interrelationships among the timing of SD, injury severity, and degree of SCC in 
these patients.
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to evaluate the impact of timing of SD and instrumented 
fusion within the first 24 hours of injury on significant 
neurological recovery (at least two American Spinal In-
jury Association [ASIA] Impairment Scale [AIS] grades), 
to determine the optimal time window for SD in patients 
with acute cervical tSCI and persistent compression of the 
spinal cord. In addition, we evaluated the association of 
timing of SD adjusted by the degree of spinal canal com-
promise (SCC) and the severity of cervical tSCI (complete 
or incomplete).

Methods
Study Population

A prospective cohort study was conducted in succes-
sive patients with acute cervical tSCI and fracture or dis-
location of the subaxial cervical spine operated on within 
the first 24 hours of injury from January 2007 to Decem-
ber 2016 at a single level 1 trauma center (UMC Ljubljana, 
Slovenia). Approval of the Research Ethics Board was ob-
tained before patient enrollment. Written informed con-
sent was not acquired as prior to analysis patient data were 
anonymized.

A set of inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined 
prior to enrollment (Table 1). As suggested by the Sy-
gen trial,16 to permit a potential improvement of two AIS 
grades, only patients with overall AIS grades A–C19 were 
enrolled. The neurological examination was performed 
according to the International Standards for Neurological 
Classification of Spinal Cord Injury19 immediately after 
admission to the emergency room and at the end of reha-
bilitation 6 months after injury by a qualified orthopedic 
trauma specialist who was blinded with respect to tim-
ing of surgery. After initial stabilization in the emergency 
room all patients underwent CT and MRI of their cervical 
spine. The degree of SCC was assessed on a midsagittal 
T2-weighted MR image12 and after surgery reassessed 
with CT. According to the treatment protocol all patients 
underwent SD in the operating room “as soon as possible” 
after stabilization and imaging. The time of SD was de-
fined as the time from injury to successful decompression 
of the spinal cord by means of closed or open reduction of 
spinal dislocations and/or direct decompression of the spi-
nal cord, immediately followed by spinal instrumentation 
in all patients. All patients were given methylpredniso-
lone (Solu-Medrol, Pfizer Luxembourg SARL) according 
to recommendations of the third National Acute Spinal 

Cord Injury Study (NASCIS)5,6 and admitted to the same 
intensive care unit (ICU) for optimal postoperative care, 
including monitoring and control of mean arterial blood 
pressure at a goal level of 85 mm Hg. All patients were 
moved to the same clinic for rehabilitation after cardiopul-
monary stabilization.

Outcome
The primary outcome of interest was the effect of the 

timing of SD within the first 24 hours of injury on the 
ordinal change in the grade of AIS at the 6-month follow-
up. A follow-up period of 6 months was based on recom-
mendations used in the Sygen trial and the NASCIS.5,16 
Furthermore, the effect on neurological recovery of the 
degree of SCC and the severity of cervical tSCI (complete 
vs incomplete) was evaluated. Significant neurological re-
covery was defined as an improvement of at least two AIS 
grades, the severity of cervical tSCI as a complete cervi-
cal tSCI group (AIS grade A) or incomplete cervical tSCI 
group (AIS grades B + C), and the SCC as the percentage 
of preoperative spinal canal narrowing.

Additional clinical parameters gathered at admission 
included patient age, sex, and comorbidity (heart disease, 
elevated blood pressure, and diabetes), smoking, etiology 
of injury, transfer from other hospitals, and the level and 
pattern of spinal injury according to the AOSpine subax-
ial cervical spine injury classification system28 (Table 2). 
Complications, the number of ventilator-dependent days, 
and overall length of stay were recorded (Table 3).

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were exploratory and performed using the 

R statistical program (R Foundation for Statistical Com-
puting). Numerical variables were described with medi-
ans (interquartile ranges [IQRs]) and categorical variables 
with counts (percentages). Comparisons between groups 
were conducted using Mann-Whitney or Fisher exact tests, 
as appropriate.

An ROC curve was used to determine the optimum 
cutoff point for the time from injury to SD in which the 
maximum gain is achieved in significant neurological 
recovery (Youden index; the point of highest sensitivity 
and specificity), while 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for 
cutoff point, sensitivity, and specificity were obtained by 
bootstrapping.

Multivariate logistic regression, double-checked using 
multivariate logistic regression with a Firth correction to 

TABLE 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

Age 16–85 yrs Neurological deficits prior to injury
Fracture or dislocation level C3–7 No evidence of fracture or dislocation

Spinal cord compression confirmed by MRI Life-threatening injuries that prevent early decompression of the spinal cord
Neurological level of injury between C3 & C8 Cognitive impairment preventing accurate neurological assessment

Initial AIS grades A–C
SCC of at least 25%

Surgery within 24 hrs of tSCI
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account for the small sample size, was used to model sig-
nificant neurological recovery with time to SD, degree of 
SCC, and severity of cervical tSCI. Results were consid-
ered statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

Results
Study Population

A total of 107 successive patients with tSCI and frac-
tures or dislocations of the subaxial cervical spine were 
operated on during the 10-year study period. In 21 patients, 
surgery was not conducted within 24 hours of tSCI: in 14 
due to late transfer from other hospitals, in 3 due to clear 
neurological recovery without compression of the spinal 
cord on MRI, in 2 due to polytrauma and/or comorbidity, 
in 1 obtunded patient due to missed tSCI at admission, 
and in 1 as per preference of the treating surgeon. The 
remaining 86 patients underwent SD within 24 hours of 
tSCI, but 13 of them did not meet the criteria for inclusion 
in the study (mostly AIS grade D). Six patients (all of them 
AIS grade A and over 60 years of age) who died of pulmo-
nary failure prior to reevaluation at 6 months, 2 patients in 

whom the decompression was insufficient as determined 
by postoperative imaging, and 1 patient lost during follow-
up were excluded from the study. Of the 64 patients who 
completed the study, 41 presented as AIS grade A, 9 as 
AIS grade B, and 14 as AIS grade C injuries.

In the whole cohort, the median time to SD was 7 hours 
and ranged from 3 to 23 hours (Fig. 1). The median de-
gree of SCC was 50% and ranged from 25% to 85%. The 
difference in the time to SD and the degree of SCC be-
tween patients with complete or incomplete tSCI was not 
significant. Patients with complete tSCI were significantly 
younger (Table 2), needed longer ventilatory support, had 
longer hospital stays, and had a higher rate of pneumonia 
than patients with incomplete tSCI (Table 3). Pneumonia 
developed in 70.7% of patients with complete tSCI and 
17.4% of patients with incomplete tSCI within 4 weeks of 
injury. A list of operative and perioperative characteristics 
and complications is provided in Table 3.

Neurological Outcome by Time of SD
The median time to SD in patients with an improve-

ment of at least two AIS grades was 4 hours (mean 6 ± 4.3 

TABLE 2. Demographic and injury characteristics of the patients

Characteristic Whole Sample AIS Grade A (n = 41) AIS Grades B + C (n = 23) p Value*

Median age (IQR), yrs 49.0 (29.5–74) 42.0 (25–58) 74.0 (46.5–78) 0.001
Males 51 (80) 35 (85) 16 (70) 0.195
Smoking 17 (27) 12 (29) 5 (22) 0.570
Comorbidity 21 (33) 12 (29) 9 (39) 0.580
Etiology of injury 0.049
 Violence 2 (3) 0 (0) 2 (9)
 Diving 8 (13) 6 (15) 2 (9)
 Fall 29 (45) 15 (36) 14 (61)
 MVA 22 (34) 18 (44) 4 (17)
 Sport 3 (5) 2 (5) 1 (4)
Transfer from RH 17 (27) 12 (29) 5 (22) 0.570
Neurological level 0.325
 C3 1 (2) 1 (2) 0 (0)
 C4 6 (9) 6 (15) 0 (0)
 C5 11 (17) 5 (12) 6 (26)
 C6 20 (31) 13 (32) 7 (30)
 C7 21 (33) 13 (32) 8 (35)
 C8 5 (8) 3 (7) 2 (9)
AOSpine classification 0.085
 Type A 6 (9) 2 (5)  4 (17.5)
 Type B 7 (11) 3 (7) 4 (17.5)
 Type C 51 (80) 36 (88) 15 (65)
AIS grade before SD
 A 41 (64) 41 (100) —
 B 9 (14) — 9 (39)
 C 14 (22) — 14 (61)
Median degree of SCC (IQR) 50.0% (30–51%) 50.0% (40–60%) 50.0% (30–50%) 0.110

MVA = motor vehicle accident; RH = regional hospital.
Values given as counts (%) unless otherwise indicated.
* The p values correspond to meaningful comparisons between groups AIS grade A and AIS grades B + C at admission.
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hours). In patients with an improvement of one AIS grade 
or no change in AIS grade the median time to SD was 8 
hours (mean 9.5 ± 4.9 hours). The patient whose condition 
deteriorated by one AIS grade underwent SD 22 hours af-
ter injury and presented with an SCC of 60%.

The neurological recovery of AIS grades at 6 months 
following acute tSCI in regards to particular times of SD 
is shown in Fig. 1. The optimal time window for SD to 
attain a neurological improvement of at least two AIS 

grades was within 4 hours of injury (bootstrapped 5 hours, 
95% bootstrap CI 4–9 hours). A sensitivity of 0.58 (95% 
bootstrap CI 0.29–0.81) indicates how likely a patient’s 
SD time was within that time window if there was an 
improvement of at least two AIS grades. A specificity of 
0.92 (95% bootstrap CI 0.83–0.98) indicates how likely a 
patient’s SD time was later if there was no improvement 
of at least two AIS grades (Fig. 2). In our cohort, SD was 
performed within 4 hours of injury in 13 patients and 9 of 

TABLE 3. Operative and perioperative characteristics and complications

Characteristic Whole Sample AIS Grade A (n = 41) AIS Grades B + C (n = 23) p Value*

Median time to SD (IQR), hrs† 7.0 (5–11) 7.0 (6–10) 6.0 (4–13) 0.966
OP procedure 0.090
 OR + APDF 4 (6) 2 (5) 2 (9)
 CR + ADF 37 (58) 24 (58) 13 (56)
 CR + PDF 7 (11) 2 (5) 5 (22)
 CR + APDF 16 (25) 13 (32) 3 (13)
Laminectomy 8 (13) 5 (12) 3 (13) >0.999
No. of fused levels 0.257
 1 22 (34) 11 (27) 11 (48)
 2 22 (34) 16 (39) 6 (26)
 3 or more 20 (31) 14 (34) 6 (26)
Fusion, at 6 mos 64 (100) 41 (100) 23 (100) >0.999
Periop complications
 Surgical infection 3 (5) 3 (7) 0 (0) 0.547
 CSF leak 3 (5) 3 (7) 0 (0) 0.547
 Cardiovascular 6 (9) 6 (15) 0 (0) 0.080
 Gastrointestinal 5 (8) 3 (7) 2 (9) >0.999
Median length of HS (IQR), days 40 (26.5–60) 58 (37–74) 29 (20–35) <0.001
Median ventilator ICU (IQR), days 5 (2–17.25) 12 (4.5–24) 1 (0–3) <0.001
Pneumonia, first month 33 (52) 29 (71) 4 (17) <0.001

ADF = anterior decompression and fusion; APDF = anterior and posterior decompression and fusion; CR = closed reduction; HS = hospital 
stay; OR = open reduction; PDF = posterior decompression and fusion.
Values given as counts (%) unless otherwise indicated.
* The p values correspond to meaningful comparisons between groups AIS grade A and AIS grades B + C at admission.
† Mean and range for time to SD: whole data set = 8.8 ± 5.2 hours, range 3–23 hours; AIS A = 8.4 ± 4.3 hours, range 3–20 hours; AIS B + C = 
9.6 ± 6.5 hours, range 3–23 hours.

FIG. 1. Recovery of AIS grade distribution at 6 months after acute tSCI and SD within 24 hours.
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them attained a neurological improvement of at least two 
AIS grades.

Association Between Significant Neurological Recovery 
and Time to SD, SCC, and Injury Severity

The association between neurological recovery and 

time to SD, degree of SCC, and injury severity is present-
ed in Fig. 3. Multivariate logistic regression showed that 
neurological recovery was statistically significantly asso-
ciated with time to SD and degree of SCC (Table 4). By 
increasing the delay from injury to SD, or increasing the 
degree of SCC before SD (controlling for other variables 
in the model), the chances of a neurological improvement 
of at least two AIS grades was reduced. There was also 
a tendency toward a reduced probability of neurological 
improvement of at least two AIS grades for AIS grade A 
patients, although it was not statistically significant.

The possibility that the larger the degree of SCC the 
shorter the time from injury to SD that is needed to obtain 
an improvement of at least two AIS grades was assessed 
by adding the interaction between time to SD and degree 
of SCC into a logistic model, and found to be not signifi-
cant (analysis of the deviance p value for interaction was 
0.641). In contrast, the predicted probabilities15 in a model 
allowing interaction of varying times to SD, different de-
grees of SCC, and completeness of injury suggested that 
the prognosis for recovery worsens with each additional 
hour before SD and each additional percentage of SCC 
(Fig. 4).

Discussion
In the present prospective cohort study at a single trau-

ma center, we found that the first 4–9 hours of cervical 
tSCI represents a window of opportunity for SD with the 
best chances for neurological recovery entailing at least 
two AIS grades 6 months after injury. In addition to the 
SD timing, the degree of SCC before SD was a significant 
independent predictor of neurological recovery. There was 
also a tendency toward a reduced probability of neurologi-
cal recovery in patients who presented with complete ver-
sus incomplete cervical tSCI.

FIG. 2. ROC curve showing sensitivity against 1 − specificity of SD time 
in determining neurological recovery of at least two AIS grades at 6 
months after tSCI. The numbers in the graph show the possible cutoff 
points (hours from injury to SD). The dashed gray line indicates the 
cutoff point of maximal gain in significant neurological recovery when 
operating within that time for our cohort of patients, which is 4 hours 
(95% bootstrap CI 4–9 hours).

FIG. 3. Time to SD, degree of SCC, and severity of injury at admission of all patients and the change in their AIS grade after 6 
months. To avoid complete overlap, the points are slightly jittered.
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Neurological Outcome According to Time of SD
Our finding is consistent with our previous observa-

tions of a higher rate of neurological improvement of at 
least two AIS grades at 6 months after acute cervical tSCI 
in patients operated on within the first 8 hours of injury 
compared to 8–24 hours after injury.18 In contrast, in a re-
cent multicenter retrospective study, a lower rate of neu-
rological improvement by at least two AIS grades after at 
least 6 months of follow-up was reported in patients with 
acute cervical tSCI operated on within the first 5 hours of 
injury compared to 5–24 hours after injury.20 However, in 
that study the higher rate of patients with complete tSCI 
allocated to the 5-hour group and the relatively short time 
(8.2 ± 5.9 hours) from injury to SD in the 5- to 24-hour 

group may have significantly influenced the neurological 
outcome in favor of the 5- to 24-hour group.

Association Between Neurological Recovery and Time to 
SD, SCC, and Injury Severity

In the present study, we found that, in addition to the 
time to SD, the degree of SCC was a significant predictor 
of neurological recovery. Notably, no patients with persis-
tent SCC degrees of more than 60% before SD recovered 
any AIS grade, even if SD was achieved within 4 hours of 
injury, and patients with SCC degrees of approximately 
50% had a significant neurological recovery only if they 
had undergone SD within 6 hours of injury. Conversely, 
some patients with minor degrees of SCC recovered sig-

TABLE 4. Association between significant neurological recovery and time to SD, degree of SCC, and injury severity in 
three multivariate logistic regression models

Variable
Whole Cohort AIS Grade A AIS Grades B + C

Estimate SE p Value Estimate SE p Value Estimate SE p Value

Regression constant 3.65 1.70 0.03 5.98 2.87 0.04 2.82 1.99 0.16
AIS grade B or C (A referent) 0.88 0.71 0.21 — — — — — —
Time to SD −0.24 0.11 0.01 −0.42 0.22 0.06 −0.22 0.12 0.07
SCC −0.07 0.03 0.02 −0.10 0.04 0.02 −0.04 0.04 0.39

SE = standard error.
We do not report the results of multivariate logistic regression with a Firth correction because they do not alter the conclusions.

FIG. 4. Predicted probabilities in a model of different times to SD, degrees of SCC, and injury severity (AIS grade A vs AIS grades 
B + C) for prognosis.
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nificantly even if SD was performed at later time points. 
Accordingly, intramedullary lesion expansion in cervical 
tSCI, which was shown to be positively related to the de-
gree of SCC, may be mitigated by early SD.1,2 Surprisingly, 
by increasing both the time to SD and the degree of SCC, 
we found no negative potentiation to reduce the probabil-
ity of neurological recovery in our patients. Although this 
might be a result of the small sample size, it is also pos-
sible there might be an upper limit on the degree of toler-
able SCC after which the timing of SD could not signifi-
cantly influence the neurological recovery. As indicated 
by preclinical studies,4,8–10,27 a poor neurological outcome 
in patients with tSCI and a high degree of SCC might be 
a consequence of hypoperfusion at the injury site due to 
high compression force on the spinal cord.

The severity of primary injury plays a significant role 
in the pathophysiology of tSCI in preclinical models.21 
Therefore, the severity of primary injury might also be an 
important predictor of neurological recovery in patients 
with cervical tSCI irrespective of the degree of SCC or 
timing of SD. Although the severity of primary injury may 
not be directly reflected in AIS grades, more prominent 
posttraumatic changes on MRI were reported in clinical 
studies comparing patients with complete tSCI with pa-
tients with incomplete tSCI at admission.22,24,26 In our co-
hort, only 17.5% of patients with complete tSCI compared 
to 39.7% of patients with incomplete tSCI recovered at 
least two AIS grades, which was not significantly differ-
ent. However, if SCC was eliminated from the multivariate 
analysis, completeness of injury at admission resulted in a 
significant negative predictor of neurological recovery. Of 
note, 50% of AIS grade A patients with SD within 4 hours 
of injury recovered at least two AIS grades compared 
to 11.4% of AIS grade A patients with later SD, which 
might suggest that ultra-early SD may have beneficially 
influenced the neurological outcome in some AIS grade 
A patients. Accordingly, the AIS grade before decompres-
sion had no predictive value if closed reduction and de-
compression after tSCI due to cervical facet dislocation in 
football players was achieved within 4 hours of injury in 
contrast to later time windows.23 In contrast, a higher rate 
of pneumonia found in our study in AIS grade A patients 
may have had a negative impact on neurological outcome 
in these patients, as recently suggested.17 In addition, pa-
tients with complete tSCI in our study needed longer ven-
tilatory support and had a longer hospital stay. In our view, 
these complications are strongly related to the severity of 
primary cervical tSCI, and thus cannot be assessed as an 
independent factor of neurological recovery, although they 
may contribute.

Yet, we can assume there are patients whose severe pri-
mary spinal cord injury and/or high degree of SCC make 
them unresponsive for significant neurological recovery 
even to ultra-early SD, with degrees of SCC higher than 
60% consistent with complete cervical tSCI at admission 
and the follow-up in our cohort. Moreover, SCC was found 
to be a significant negative predictor of neurological re-
covery in patients with complete tSCI but not in patients 
with incomplete tSCI in our cohort. This may be due to 
more prominent local swelling of the spinal cord reported 
in patients with complete compared to patients with in-

complete tSCI,22,24,26 which is likely to result in a compara-
tively greater compression force on the damaged spinal 
cord at the same degree of SCC, as shown in preclinical 
rodent models.21 Clinical trials showed that higher intra-
spinal pressure and lower spinal cord perfusion pressure 
at the site of tSCI negatively predict neurological outcome 
after injury.25 Together, our results suggest that significant 
neurological recovery in patients with tSCI depends not 
only on the time of SD but also on injury severity and the 
degree of SCC, and these three factors should probably not 
be evaluated independently. However, because our results 
pertain to patients with severe tSCI (i.e., those with AIS 
grades A–C), they may not be applicable to patients with 
AIS grade D. Further studies are required to better under-
stand and determine the interrelationships among injury 
severity, degree of SCC, and time of SD, and their effect 
on neurological outcome in tSCI.

Study Limitations
We are aware that a study involving 64 patients may 

lack statistical power, especially in light of cervical tSCI 
heterogeneity. To minimize this effect, we set narrow 
inclusion criteria and provided a uniform treatment pro-
tocol in the same institution for all patients because mi-
nor discrepancies between treatment protocols may have 
unpredicted consequences. In this regard, we believe that 
because our study was performed in a single center with 
all included patients treated by the same surgical team, in 
the same ICU and in the same rehabilitation institution, 
with the same acute treatment and rehabilitation protocols, 
it offers reliable data. And, despite the modest number of 
patients, the study may have some advantages over multi-
center studies. We also believe there might be other factors 
involved in determining secondary injury severity besides 
the completeness of cervical tSCI and the degree and du-
ration of spinal cord compression, with one factor being 
the energy of primary injury. Yet, we found no specific 
method to objectively evaluate the energy of the impact 
at the site of cervical tSCI in humans. In addition, we are 
aware of the possibility of inaccuracy of the neurological 
examination at admission, particularly in patients in spinal 
shock. We tried to address this by a second examination 
24 hours after injury, but 70% of patients needed ventila-
tory support and were sedated and intubated for at least 72 
hours after the operation. Therefore, the second neurologi-
cal examination 24 hours after SD proved unreliable and 
was not incorporated in the study. Moreover, because spi-
nal shock occurs in almost all patients with severe cervical 
tSCI, starting within minutes and lasting up to 12 months 
after injury,11 a second examination would not have over-
come this limitation.

Conclusions
Our findings indicate that the impact of SD within the 

first 24 hours following acute cervical tSCI on neurologi-
cal recovery is time dependent and that the optimal time 
window for SD is within the first 4–9 hours of injury, de-
pending on the degree of SCC and severity of injury. The 
higher the severity of injury and the degree of SCC, the 
shorter is the time window of opportunity from injury to 
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SD for significant neurological recovery, but other factors 
may contribute as well. Further studies are required to bet-
ter understand the interrelationship between the timing of 
SD, severity of injury, degree of SCC, and other factors, 
and its effect on neurological outcome in patients with cer-
vical tSCI.
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